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SUMMARY!
This is an exploratory study aimed to analyse the phonological and lexical clustering used to access the semantic knowledge in native and 
nonnative deaf signers by a categorial fluency task.!

INTRODUCTION!
It is well-known there is a critical period of improvement of language acquisition: morphological and syntactic rules become more complex, the 
vocabulary expands, the semantic and phonological knowledge develop, the speech acts are created, and the skills for reading and writing 
become mature [1,2]. Findings demonstrate that in the ages of this critical period children do not categorize in a restricted form, they do have 
available taxonomic, script and evaluative categories to structure their semantic knowledge. Studies also reveal that there is a parallel critical 
period for the development of the visual and linguistic systems in deaf children [4], as in hearing children.!
Among the researches that have focused the semantic processing in deaf subjects, few have analysed the semantic performance in their natural 
linguistic modality, in sign language. Analysing the semantic processing in deaf signers, this study pretends to verify the type of phonological and 
lexical clusters used to access the members of a semantic category. Once the critical period to acquire a language is similar to the period of 
stabilization of semantic knowledge, it is expected that native and nonnative signers exhibit different phonological and lexical clusters in semantic 
processing tasks.!

METHOD!
Sample: !2 native deaf signers of LGP*!
! ! ! ! !2 nonnative deaf signers of LGP*!
!
All subjects were university students attending in LGP from the 
Catholic University of Portugal in Lisbon, with proficiency in 
LGP.!
!
Category Fluency Task: The subjects had to produce the 
greatest number of signs from a restricted category within a 
given time limit. !
The tested categories were: terrestrial animals, vegetables, 
school and office supplies and kitchenware.!

LGP Phonological Segments/Syllables/ Lexical 
Components!

Code!

SIGNʼS FIRST HANDSHAPE!
SIGNʼS FIRST LOCATION!

S1!

FIRST PATH MOVEMENT!
+!

FIRST INTERNAL MOVEMENT!

SI!

FINAL PATH MOVEMENT!
or/plus!

FINAL INTERNAL MOVEMENT!

SF!

INITIAL LEXICAL COMPOUND ELEMENT! COMPI!

FINAL LEXICAL COMPOUND ELEMENT!  COMPF!

* LGP – Portuguese Sign Language!

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION!

CONCLUSIONS!
!
Despite the small number of subjects, this exploratory study 
reveals that nonnative deaf signers of LGP, with proficiency in 
LGP, appears to have similar semantic performance as native 
deaf signers. Lexical clusters seem to be more used by native 
signers than nonnative.!
The increase of the sample will give more clear and precise 
results.!
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Native Deaf Signers of LGP! Nonnative Deaf Signers of LGP!

M! ±SD! Min. - Max! M! ±SD! Min. - Max! P!

Total Nb. of 
given items! 67,00! 0,00! 67 - 67! 52,50! 6,36! 48 - 57! p>0,08!

Phonological 
Clusters! 6,00! 1,41! 5 - 7! 5,00! 2,82! 3 - 7! p>0,69!

Lexical 
Clusters! 6,00! 0,00! 6 - 6! 1,00! 1, 41! 0 - 2! p≤0,03!

!
S1! 6,00! 1,41! 5 - 7! 2,50! 2,12! 1 - 4! p>0,19!
Si! 3,50! 0,70! 3 - 4! 2,00! 0,00! 2 -2 ! p>0,09!
Sf! 0,50! 0,70! 0 - 1! 0,50! 0,70! 0 - 1! p>1,00!
Compi! 4,00! 0,00! 4 - 4! 0,50! 0,70! 0 - 1! p≤0,02!
Compf! 1, 50! 0,70! 1 - 2! 0,00! 0,00! 0 - 0! p>0,09!

The comparison reveal significant differences in 
lexical clusters (p≤0,03) and initial lexical 
component (COMPI) (p≤0,02) between native 
and nonnative deaf signers of LGP.!
!
Native deaf signers of LGP seem to use more 
lexical clusters to access their semantic 
knowledge than the nonnative deaf signers.!
!
Proficiency in LGP appear to promote a similar 
semantic performance between two groups with 
different age of language acquisition – total 
number of given items and phonological clusters.!


